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1 Introduction

Digital signatures are a way of cryptographically signing data to verify its
integrity and authenticity [2]. In most digital signature schemes, the author
(let’s call her Alice) signs a messages using a secret key and then publishes
the signature and message. A reader can then verify Alice as the author of
the complete message without being able to forge a signature of Alice’s on
any new message. Digital signatures are akin to written signatures, except
for digital documents.

In mathematics a graph is composed of two sets. One, V = {u, v, w, . . .},
is a collection of vertices and the other, E = {(u, v), (v, w)}, is a collection
of edges or relations between the vertices. Graphs can be directed, where
edge (u, v) means that the edge goes directionally from u to v, or undirected,
where (u, v) means the edge goes from both u and v. Graphs are often used
to show relations. A directed graph can show levels of authority such as
in the armed forces, where (u, v) means that u has authority over v. An
undirected graph can be used to show administrative permissions, where if
u is connected to v then they share the same permissions.

Graphs often have a transitive nature in that if there is a path from u
to v and from v to w, then there exists a path from u to w. In 2002 Micali
and Rivest proposed a new type of digital signature schemes for graphs [6].
If given valid signatures of (u, v) and (v, w) a scheme were able to generate a
valid signature of (u,w), then only a minimum number of edges would need
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to be signed that would then be able to produce the original graph as the
signed graph’s transitive closure.

Micali and Rivest defined a transitive signature scheme with two proper-
ties. First it was to be a signature scheme for vertexes and edges that is it
is computationally hard to forge a digital signature of a new vertex or edge
in an adaptive fashion. Second it was to allow the transitive closure of pre-
viously signed edges to be generated by any observer [6]. They presented a
scheme for undirected graphs and left the directed case as an open problem.

Following the Micali and Rivest paper, many new undirected signature
schemes were presented based on factoring [3, 1, 12, 9], discrete logs [1, 5],
and Diffie-Hellman groups [1, 8]. Sujing proved that a security assumption
of non-adaptive security is strong enough to cover the initial adaptive chosen
message security [9].

The question of whether a directed signature scheme exists for all graphs
is still an open problem. In 2003, Hohenberger showed that signatures for
edges in such a scheme would form an Abelian trapdoor group with infeasible
inversion, a group not known to exist [4]. Yi proposed a scheme for directed
trees in 2007 and Neven proposed another scheme in 2008 [11, 7]. In 2009, Xu
publish another signature scheme for directed trees that stays constant in size
with applications of composed signatures, something the previous schemes
had not done [10].

We propose a new digital signature scheme for directed trees that is prov-
ably secure under non-adaptive chosen message attacks in the random oracle
model. While it has a higher signature size and cost than Xu’s DDT S
scheme, it has a a lower verification and composition cost [10]. The signa-
ture is constant in size, though we are only able to prove the security of our
scheme using a weaker notion.

2 Definitions

Formally, we follow Yi with definition to a transitive signature scheme and
correctness [11]:
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A directed transitive signature scheme DT S=(TKG, TSign, TVf, Comp)
is composed of four polynomial-time algorithsm.

1. TKG is the randomized key generation algorithm. It takes input 1k, k ∈
N and outputs a pair (tpk, tsk), where tpk is the public key and tsk is
the secret key.

2. TSign is the signing algorithm. It takes as input the secret key tsk
and nodes i, j ∈ N and returns an original signature σi,j of edge (i, j)
relative to tsk.

3. TVf is the deterministic verification algorithm. It takes as input the
public key tpk, nodes i, j ∈ N, and a candidate signature σ and returns
1 if the signature is valid for the inputs and 0 otherwise.

4. Comp is the deterministic composition algorithm which takes the public
key tpk, nodes i, j, k ∈ N and values σi,j, σj,k and returns either a
composed signature σi,k of the edge (i, k) or ⊥ to indicate failure.

Definition 2.1. A DT S is considered correct if for every algorithm A and
every k ∈ N, the output of the experiment of Figure 1 is true with zero
probability.

We have modified Yi’s security definition slightly, making it weaker. F
now gives the edge on which it will forge and all the signatures it requests at
the start of the experiment. We hope to strengthen the security definition in
the future.

We define the experiment in Figure 2 as ExpDT S,F (k) for any algorithm
F and k ∈ N. Let the advantage of F be defined as follows

AdvDT S,F (k) = Prob[ExpDT S,F (k) = 1]

Definition 2.2. A DT S is considered secure if AdvDT S,F (k) is negligible
for any adversary F that runs in time polynomial to the security parameter
k.
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1 (tpk, tsk)← TKG(1k)
2 S ← ∅; Legit← true; NotOK ← false
3 Run A with its oracles until it halts, replying to its oracle queries as follows:
4 If A makes TSign query i, j then
5 If [(i = j) ∨ ({i, j} ∈ V )] then Legit← false
6 Else
7 Let σi,j be the output of the TSign oracle
8 S ← S ∪ {(i, j, σi,j)}
9 If TVf(tpk, i, j, σi,j) = 0 then NotOK ← true

10 If A makes Comp query on (i, j, k), σi,j, σj,k then
11 If [(i, j, k are no all distinct) ∨ ((i, j, σi,j) /∈ S) ∨ ((j, k, σj,k) /∈ S)]
12 Then Legit← false
13 Else
14 Let σi,k be the output of the Comp oracle
15 S ← S ∪ {(i, k, σi,k)}
16 If (TVf(tpk, i, k, σi,k) = 0) then NotOK ← true
17 When A halts, it outputs (Legit ∧NotOK)

Figure 1: An experiment to define the correctness of a DT S

1 (tsk, tpk)← TKG(1k)
2 (i′, j′)← F (tpk,⊥)
3 P = ((i1, j1), (i2, j2), . . .)← F (tpk,⊥)
4 S = {(i, j, σi,j)} ← TSign(tsk, i, j) s.t. (i, j) ∈ P
5 (i′, j′, σ′i′,j′)← F(tpk, S)
6 Let E = {(i, j)|∃(i, j, σi,j) ∈ S}, V = {i|(∃(i, j) ∈ E) ∨ (∃(j, i) ∈ E)}
7 Let G = (V,E)
8 If (i′, j′, σ′i′,j′) ∈ S ∨ TVf(i′, j′, σ′i′,j′) = 0 then output 0
9 Else output 1

Figure 2: An experiment to define the security of a DT S
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3 Algorithm

KeyGen(1λ) : A bilinear group G with respect to e : G×G→ G of prime
order p > 2λ is selected with a generator g. Let Hs : {0, 1}∗ → G, and He :
{0, 1}∗ → G denote two hash functions. Choose a random α ← Zp. The
secret key, tsk, is: (α) and the public key, tpk, is: (Hs, He, g, e(g, g)α).

SignVertex(vi) : Any secure signature scheme can be used to sign ver-
tices.

SignEdge(tsk, (vi, vj)) : If not previously defined, generate random
numbers xi, xj, ri,j, r

′
i,j ← Zp.

A signature is composed of the following values

Si,j := gαg−xiHs(vi)
ri,j S̃i,j := gri,j

Ai,j := gxig−xj

Ei,j := gxiHe(vj)
r′i,j Ẽi,j := gr

′
i,j

Bi,j := Si,jEi,j = gαHs(vi)
ri,jHe(vj)

r′i,j

VerifyEdge(tpk, Bi,j, S̃i,j, Ẽi,j) : Check that

e(B, g) = e(g, g)α · e(Hs(vi), S̃i,j) · e(He(vj), Ẽi,j)

Compose Signature Given signatures for (vi, vj) and (vj, vk) a valid
signature for (vi, vk) can be constructed in the following manner

Si,k := Si,j S̃i,k := S̃i,j

Ai,k := Ai,jAj,k

Ei,k := Ai,jEj,k Ẽi,k := Ẽj,k

Bi,k := Si,kEi,k
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4 Security Proof

Suppose an adversaryA can produce a forgery with probability ε on the selec-
tive unforgeability game, then we can construct an adversary B that breaks
the CDH assumption with probabilty ε. On input to the CDH challenge
(g, ga, gb), B proceeds as follows:

4.1 Selective Disclosure

A first announces the edge (vn, vm) on which he will forge and a set of edges
on which he requests valid signatures.

4.2 Setup

Let e(g, g)α := e(ga, gb) which sets α = ab as the secret key. Have B give
A the public key (g, e(g, g)α). We can divide the edges A has requested
signatures on into two subsets. Let E ′ designate the edges that are connected
to vm and let E be the remaining edges. B will answer all of A’s queries to
the random oracles Hs and He and the signing oracle as specified below.

4.3 Queries

A may make any of the following queries which B will answers as follows:

1. Hs(v): The random oracle is answered as follows. If the query has been
made before, return the same responce as before. Otherwise, select a
random δ ∈ Zp and return the response as:

Hs(v) =


gδ

if v = vm
(the hash if of vm)

gbδ
otherwise
(the hash is not of vm)
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2. He(v): The random oracle is answered as follows. If the query has been
made before, return the same responce as before. Otherwise, select a
random λ ∈ Zp and return the responce as:

He(v) =


gλ

if v = vn
(the hash is of vn)

gbλ
otherwise
(the hash is not of vn)

3. NewEdgeSig((vi, vj)): An edge signature is composed of the following
values:

(a) If (vi, vj) ∈ E ′

Start : If not previously defined, choose random numbers x′i, ri,j ←
Zp and set xi = x′i + α

i. If vi = vm

Si,j = g−x
′
igδri,j

= gαg−xiHs(vi)
ri,j

S̃i,j = gri,j

ii. Else, vi 6= vm

Si,j = g−x
′
igbδri,j

= gαg−xiHs(vi)
ri,j

S̃i,j = gri,j

Across : If not previously defined, choose random number x′j and
set xj = xj = α

Ai,j = gx
′
ig−x

′
j

= gxig−xj

End : If not previously defined, choose random number s′i,j and
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set r′i,j = −a/λ+ s′i,j

Ei,j = gx
′
igbλs

′
i,j

= gxiHe(vi)
r′i,j

Ẽi,j = g−a/λ+s′i,j

= gr
′
i,j

B :

i. If vi = vm

Bi,j = gδri,jgbλs
′
i,j

= gαgδri,jgbλr
′
i,j

= gαHs(vi)
ri,jHe(vj)

r′i,j

ii. Else, if vj 6= vm

Bi,j = gbδri,jgbλs
′
i,j

= gαgbδri,jgbλr
′
i,j

= gαHs(vi)
ri,jHe(vj)

r′i,j

(b) Else (vi, vj) ∈ E

Start : If not previously defined, choose random numbers xi, si,j ←
Zp and set ri,j = −a/δ + si,j

Si,j = g−xigbδsi,j

= gαg−xiHs(vi)
ri,j

S̃i,j = g−a/δ+si,j

= gri,j

Across : If not previously defined, choose random number xj

Ai,j = gxig−xj

End : If not previously defined, choose random number r′i,j
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i. vj = vn

Ei,j = gxigλr
′
i,j

= gxiHe(vi)
r′i,j

Ẽi,j = gr
′
i,j

ii. vj 6= vn

Ei,j = gxigbλr
′
i,j

= gxiHe(vi)
r′i,j

Ẽi,j = gr
′
i,j

B :

i. If vj = vn

Bi,j = gbδsi,jgbλr
′
i,j

= gαgδri,jgbλr
′
i,j

= gαHs(vi)
ri,jHe(vj)

r′i,j

ii. Else, if vi 6= vn

Bi,j = gbδsi,jgbλr
′
i,j

= gαgbδri,jgbλr
′
i,j

= gαHs(vi)
ri,jHe(vj)

r′i,j

4.4 Response

Eventually A outputs a valid edge-signature pair

((vm, vn), (B, Sm,n, Em,n, S̃m,n, Ẽm,n)).

Since the signature is valid, we know that

e(B, g) = e(g, g)α · e(Hs(vm), S̃m,n) · e(He(vn), Ẽm,n)
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and that

B = gαHs(vm)rm,nHe(vn)r
′
m,n

= gαgδrm,ngλr
′
m,n

We can then find gα in the following manner:

gα = B(S̃m,n)−δ(Ẽi,j)
−λ

B thus breaks the CDH security assumption with probability ε. Therefore ε
must be negligible and the construction is secure.
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